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SK ie technology(“SKIET”) avoids activities that have a negative impact on biodiversity 

conservation directly or indirectly among all business activities (NNL, No Net Loss). Based on 

the environment-friendly business model, SKIET makes efforts to have a positive impact on 

ecological diversity based on sustainable growth that minimizes environmental impact (NPI, 

Net Positive Impact). The board of directors of SKIET closely examines the impact of the 

company's business activities on biodiversity and forests and act as a supervisor. 

 

 

1. Biodiversity Policy 

First. SKIET evaluates and continuously monitors the ecological impact on the local 

community among all business activities such as expansion of business sites, 

establishment of new business sites, expansion of businesses, and project promotion. 

Second. SKIET avoids business activities in areas with important ecological values based on 

biodiversity impact assessment. In addition, if it has a negative impact on biodiversity, 

measures will be taken to minimize the negative environmental impact caused by 

business activities. 

Third. Through cooperation with the local community, SKIET strives to restore biological 

diversity and minimize damage. 

Fourth. SKIET is committed to complying with and fulfilling the laws and regulations of the 

region/country in which it engages in business activities, helping all partners in the 

supply chain to recognize the importance of biodiversity, and to cope with potential 

impacts. 
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2. No Deforestation Policy 

First. SKIET does not engage in any business activities that destroy or damage forests, and it 

endeavors to implement net forest destruction zero by implementing efforts to 

regenerate/restore forests in the event of existing business activities or withdrawal from 

work (No Net Deforestation). 

Second. SKIET is committed to compliance and fulfill its obligations with the laws and 

regulations of the region/country in which it engages in business activities, helping all 

suppliers in the supply chain recognize the importance of forest damage prohibition and 

restoration, and dealing with potential impacts. 

Third. SKIET considers the main solution to today's climate change problem to be the 

restoration of forests and strives to restore forests based on cooperation with local 

communities.  

 


